
Support a strong defense that can 
better protect your assets, users and 
bottom line. 

Spot attacks early, catch advanced 
threats and enable fast, effective 
responses. 

Protect against  today’s threats.
Prepare for tomorrow’s.
Verizon Cybersecurity Solutions

Protect.

Detect & respond..

Security Gateway Solutions
Helping protect traffic flow, reduce complexity, control costs and harden 
infrastructure.

Network Defense
Stopping malware outside your network, detecting anomalies in internet traffic and 
helping mitigate large DDoS attacks.

Identity and Access Management Services
Managing user identities comprehensively, including access to resources,  
automated user account provisioning and workflow.

Mobile Security
Protecting your network from many of the risks that mobile and IoT devices can offer.

Advanced Threat Detection
Delivering actionable information through our advanced detection services and 
experienced security analysts. 

Network Threat Monitoring and Analytics
Detecting NetFlow anomalies and catching advanced threats before they disrupt 
your network. 

Breach Investigations & Response
Preparing for, investigating, or responding to a breach? Our  experienced experts 
are available to help you contain and remediate cyber threats.

Fact sheet

The Verizon Risk Report.
Strong security starts with a comprehensive understanding of your cyber risk. 
Attain visibility through a 360-degree view of your security posture and threat level 
with the Verizon Risk Report. A single report for everyone from the Board to 
security operations.

A risk-based approach to security.

Learn more about the benefits of Verizon Security solutions.
VerizonEnterprise.com/products/security

The security landscape is an intensifying battlefield across digital ecosystems with continually shifting adversaries 
and attack vectors. Verizon’s cybersecurity solutions help you better protect your business from the threats most 
likely to impact it. We tap into our vast global network and decades of security experience to analyze attack trends 
and activity, helping enterprises make more informed, data-driven decisions through solutions that protect, detect, 
and respond to cyber threats.



Global situational awareness, helping 
us see the lifespan of cyber attacks and 
develop actionable threat intelligence 
and industry-leading research.

Thought Leader.
Data Breach Investigations Report
Analyzing breach data so practitioners can better understand today’s threats.

Data Breach Digest
Take a look at some of our most interesting cyber crime cases.

Payment Security Report
The details of payment security and PCI DSS compliance. 

Protected Health Information
Informing practitioners in the healthcare industry about the threats they face.

Mobile Security Index
An in-depth look at the scale of threats to mobile security.

We have over 25 years of industry experience, nine Security Operations Centers, six 
forensics labs and one of the largest IP networks in the world. We monitor 61 billion 
security events (on average) each year to improve our threat library and inform our 
teams. Our world-class services and security professionals, including  one of the 
largest teams of PCI Qualified Security Assessors anywhere, are always ready to 
help you meet your security challenges. 

Actionable intelligence and risk ratings help allocate the right resources against 
the most dangerous threats. Consistent policy management and incident handling 
provide a unified view of your security posture across your serviced devices. Our 
experienced consultants have the knowledge to help you design and roll out your 
security strategy on a global scale.

Don’t just take our word for it. Verizon has been positioned as a Leader in the 
2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Managed Security Services, Worldwide* six 
years in a row.

The Verizon difference.

Learn more about the benefits of Verizon Security solutions.
VerizonEnterprise.com/products/security
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Cyber intel, security assessments, 
planning and implementation, backed 
by 13+ years in forensics investigation.

Advise.
Security Assessment and Strategy 
Providing insight into your infrastructure with our team of proven security experts, of-
fering assessments, testing and risk analysis to help boost cyber resiliency.

Governance, Risk and Compliance
Helping you improve your security posture based upon industry standards and rea-
sonable best practices.

Incident Response Planning
Demonstrating the strengths and vulnerabilities of your security program to help you 
better understand what threats you may face.

Cyber intelligence.

The Verizon Threat Research 
Advisory Center draws from Verizon’s 
global public IP backbone to fuel 
applied intelligence solutions that 
improve cyber attack detection and 
recovery. 

Integrated across our solution suite, 
customers harness the power of this 
intelligence platform to recognize 
and react to today’s more 
sophisticated cyber threats.


